
The DNA of Collaboration

Influence and the Change Horizon: What is our
Potental Reach

Times shown in: Eastern Standard Time and Coordinated Universal Time

Between 2015 Feb 16 10:00 and 2015 Feb 16 23:00
14 people sent 168 messages containing #cdna

12:41:44
17:41:44

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Excited for tonight's #cdna "Exploring our change horizon"
http://t.co/XquhqkCwuD 9pET #innovation #leadership

12:46:24
17:46:24

collabdna
@collabdna

9pET = #cdna on "Change Horizons" http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI
@tony_vengrove @d_scott @jamiebillingham @leadkjwalters @odguru
@versalytics @4km

12:48:13
17:48:13

collabdna
@collabdna

9pET = #cdna on "Change Horizons" http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI
@marketingveep @CindyFSolomon @IanGertler @Mritzius @adaptivecoach
@gianaconsulting

12:49:35
17:49:35

D. Scott Smith
@d_scott

RT @collabdna: 9pET = #cdna on "Change Horizons" http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI
@tony_vengrove @d_scott @jamiebillingham @leadkjwalters @odguru @ve…

12:50:12
17:50:12

collabdna
@collabdna

Tonight 9pET #cdna !! "Change Horizons" http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI
@clairesmbb @jeffreykeefer @creativesage @brandideas @changeguerilla
@amelre

12:52:58
17:52:58

collabdna
@collabdna

Tonight 9pET its #cdna !! on "Change Horizons" http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI
@shamlet @sjabbott @drtimony @astridbijou @betseymerkel @complexified

12:56:41
17:56:41

collabdna
@collabdna

Excited for tonight's #cdna "Exploring our change horizon" w/ @sourcepov
http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI 9pET #innovation #leadership

13:00:56
18:00:56

Paul
@Shamlet

RT @collabdna: Tonight 9pET its #cdna !! on "Change Horizons"
http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI @shamlet @sjabbott @drtimony @astridbijou
@betseymerke…

15:01:23
20:01:23

Betsey Merkel
@betseymerkel

RT @collabdna: Tonight 9pET its #cdna !! on "Change Horizons"
http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI @shamlet @sjabbott @drtimony @astridbijou
@betseymerke…

16:21:33
21:21:33

Astrid F. Kowlessar
@AstridBijou

RT @collabdna: Tonight 9pET its #cdna !! on "Change Horizons"
http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI @shamlet @sjabbott @drtimony @astridbijou
@betseymerke…

18:05:36
23:05:36

collabdna
@collabdna

.@betseymerkel @RebelMouse @d_scott @astridbijou @brandideas
@sourcepov thanks for the RT's, looking fwd to #cdna 9pET. Hope u can, join :)

18:12:29
23:12:29

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

RT @collabdna @betseymerkel @RebelMouse @d_scott @astridbijou
@brandideas @shamlet thx for RTs; looking fwd to "Change Horizons" #cdna
9pET

18:49:19
23:49:19

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @collabdna: Tonight 9pET its #cdna !! on "Change Horizons"
http://t.co/23hWbG9GdI @shamlet @sjabbott @drtimony @astridbijou
@betseymerke…

18:55:30
23:55:30

collabdna
@collabdna

Join us at #cdna tonite 9pET @complexified @marketingveep >> "Change
Horizons" re: #socialchange reach & influence http://t.co/Ar3Wg5NpLR

20:29:10
01:29:10

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

30 minutes and counting >> "Influence & the Change Horizon: What's Your
Potential Reach?" http://t.co/z8BuGJ8WFe | #socialchange at #cdna

20:52:02
01:52:02

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Thanks @jamiebillingham for the post by @amyrsward, love the synergies re:
community > network > crowd >> http://t.co/YKlTaGosAH #cdna

21:00:03
02:00:03

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Feeling a fireside chat coming on this evening :) it's time for #cdna on "Change
Horizons" http://t.co/RIMqdcdB0I

21:02:14
02:02:14

collabdna
@collabdna

Introduce yourself as you arrive, we'll get started in just a minute #cdna

21:04:20
02:04:20

collabdna
@collabdna

Tonight, we've teed up some thinking on influence and reach ..
http://t.co/Ar3Wg5vOUj .. w/ #socialchange dimensions #cdna

http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
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http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2t
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2
http://bit.ly/1DjuyT0
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2


21:05:31
02:05:31

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Alice MacGillivray: interested in leadership, complexity, #KM. Will be in and
out of #cdna tonight; just got in the door.

21:06:27
02:06:27

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM evening Alice, so glad you could join us !! #cdna

21:07:17
02:07:17

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Chris Jones here, in icy #charlotte NC .. by the fire and ready for an exploration
of influence & reach #cdna

21:08:02
02:08:02

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM is your week off to a good start Alice? #cdna

21:12:30
02:12:30

collabdna
@collabdna

May not have a full posse tonight, lots of RTs but not so many RSVP's :) #cdna

21:12:51
02:12:51

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

:-) RT @collabdna Tonight, we've teed up some thinking on influence and reach
.. http://t.co/orKK13b7te .. w/ #socialchange dimensions #cdna

21:13:23
02:13:23

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV Busy but good so far thanks! #cdna

21:13:48
02:13:48

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Hello Bruce, are u stopping in for a bit?We'd love to have you join us
@complexified @collabdna @4km .. #cdna

21:14:40
02:14:40

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@collabdna #cdna Bruce Waltuck here in cold NJ. Org change, complexity,
adaptive capacity. Glad to be back! http://t.co/a06O1N01gT

21:15:05
02:15:05

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM I know snow and ice not a big deal in Canada. We are experiencng the
periodic annual shutdown of the city here in Charlotte .. #cdna

21:15:07
02:15:07

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Interested in the topic of influence at different scales? Join #cdna twitter chat
right now.

21:15:41
02:15:41

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Thanks Alice :) RT @4KM @collabdna "Interested in the topic of influence at
different scales?" Join #cdna twitter chat right now.

21:15:55
02:15:55

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV In my teens I moved to the banana belt of Canada where we rarely
get snow. I hear you! #cdna

21:16:03
02:16:03

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna #cdna Checking in and ready to go...!

21:16:18
02:16:18

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified so glad to have you back Bruce, hope you've been well !! #cdna

21:16:53
02:16:53

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Always good to bump into you Bruce. #cdna

21:17:05
02:17:05

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@Shamlet welcome Paul, so great to see you again !! #cdna << #socialchange

21:17:52
02:17:52

collabdna
@collabdna

Ok, we have our posse. Lets get started .. #cdna

21:17:57
02:17:57

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

What Influences YOU? RT @4KM Interested in the topic of influence at
different scales? Join #cdna twitter chat right now.

21:19:03
02:19:03

collabdna
@collabdna

Q1. As an individual, what most determines our personal influence and reach?
#cdna

21:19:59
02:19:59

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A1 I think about influence a lot. The more experience I get, the more I think it's
about synchronicity with a bit of mystery #cdna

21:20:07
02:20:07

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@shamlet @complexified @4KM don't know about u guys, I'm always intrigued
by how things work differently with scale #cdna

21:20:49
02:20:49

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM great to connect always, Alice! #cdna collisions of thought creating
vortices & vectors of emergent possibility!

21:21:20
02:21:20

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Strange ex from last week. Contacted by person fm the other side of world telling
me about how a convo w me in 2009 was life-changing #cdna

21:21:42
02:21:42

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna #cdna A1. Not to sound too simple, but recognizing that
influence/reach are within YOUR reach -- that you have power!

http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2
http://www.freethinc.com/


21:22:05
02:22:05

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I'm telling that story because I happened to say the "right things" at the "right
time" on another continent to someone I hardly knew #cdna

21:22:17
02:22:17

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A1, Certainly voice and message will resonate, or not. That seems the basic entry
point. Does we have something to contribute? #cdna

21:22:54
02:22:54

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna As a teacher, I've had this experience more than once. Makes you
hyper-aware of how you present ideas and choose words.

21:23:07
02:23:07

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM ahh yes, synchronicity .. the same as serendipity, or a difference set of
forces? #cdna

21:23:13
02:23:13

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A1 Sometimes I think the more one tries to influence the less likely they are to be
successful in the long term #cdna

21:24:13
02:24:13

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#CDNA A1: thought travels faster than light. Like quantum entanglement,
influence is about RESONANCE. Send yourself out..

21:24:51
02:24:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV Synchronicity and serendipity feel different to me but I will have to
think about that! #cdna

21:25:01
02:25:01

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Interesting. Expand? RT @4KM A1 "Sometimes I think the more one tries to
influence the less likely they wb successful in long term" #cdna

21:25:44
02:25:44

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

YES RT @complexified: #CDNA A1 "Thought travels faster than light. Like
quantum entanglement, influence is about RESONANCE. Send yourself"

21:26:02
02:26:02

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV @shamlet @4KM #CDNA on scale- greater diversity of values,
beliefs, understanding = greater challenge to decide&act

21:26:53
02:26:53

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Interesting you say that @complexified Rupert Sheldrake influenced me, even
before I read his work on morphic resonance #cdna

21:27:10
02:27:10

collabdna
@collabdna

RT @sourcePOV YES @complexified: #CDNA A1 "Thought travels faster than
light. Like quantum entanglement, influence is abt RESONANCE"

21:27:17
02:27:17

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @4KM Strange exp last week. Contacted by person fm other side of world
telling me about how a convo w me in 2009 was life-changing #cdna

21:27:28
02:27:28

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna Again, this resonates with my life as a teacher. Work small and
have faith that small can become big.

21:28:06
02:28:06

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM #CDNA BUT- no way to know it was the "right thing" that would change
a life in that moment, Impresume?

21:28:36
02:28:36

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Chris: I am thinking about performed leadership: the articulate, powerful
visionary @sourcePOV Works w some, for a while, maybe #cdna

21:28:54
02:28:54

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.. the 4 of us have stumbled on tremendous resonance w/ each other, at varies
times .. @shamlet @4KM @complexified .. powerful #cdna

21:29:35
02:29:35

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Absolutely not. I was very surprised. You try to be helpful or
provocative or whatever, but you never know #cdna

21:29:51
02:29:51

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified lol Bruce, was it me !? check your notes .. lol :) #cdna

21:30:29
02:30:29

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I have a workshop pg open on my desktop. Connections from all over the place
presenting. Like a tornado. I have to go. #cdna

21:31:01
02:31:01

Paul
@Shamlet

@sourcePOV @4KM It's a paradox. Recognize you have power, but the only way
to have huge influence is to not believe you have too much. #cdna

21:31:04
02:31:04

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Agree. 1for me.@1 for all? RT @4KM @sourcePOV Synchronicity and
serendipity feel different to me but I will have to think about that! #cdna

21:32:43
02:32:43

collabdna
@collabdna

Need to keep moving on our Qs, but keep those ideas on influence flowing, we'll
stay with that theme .. !! #cdna

21:33:16
02:33:16

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM re Resonance..comes from my master's work in complexity w/Vlad
Dimitrov, & my interest in quantum physics. #cdna

21:33:56
02:33:56

collabdna
@collabdna

Q2. As a member of a group or community, what factors extend our influence,
and what factors hurt us? #cdna



21:34:01
02:34:01

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @4KM: Chris: I am thinking about performed leadership: the articulate,
powerful visionary @sourcePOV Works w some, for a while, maybe #c…

21:34:33
02:34:33

Paul
@Shamlet

@complexified @4KM #cdna Again, this brings me to the classroom. As
conscious as you can be about what you do, your knowledge is limited.

21:34:56
02:34:56

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A1 actually I'll add I find twitter illuminates who and what influences me and
perhaps how I influence. #cdna

21:35:39
02:35:39

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV lol that was Alice who had that "strange experience" but... I've had
my share! #cdna

21:35:44
02:35:44

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@Shamlet I'm not a teacher, but it seems classroom cb a very humbling
experience in the 'all knowledge' dept @complexified @4KM #cdna

21:35:51
02:35:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Shamlet There must be situations where if you do A, you inspire John and
hurt Fred and vice versa. #cdna

21:36:33
02:36:33

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna #cdna A2. To get all Peter Block (as usual!), how the community
meets and its overt/implied power structures are critical.

21:36:43
02:36:43

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM take care... Good to resonate even for a few! #cdna

21:37:02
02:37:02

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @collabdna: Need to keep moving on our Qs, but keep those ideas on
influence flowing, we'll stay with that theme .. !! #cdna

21:37:11
02:37:11

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A2. Seems social skills and EQ should weigh heavy in the group dynamc
category. Individual influencers don't always prosper in groups #cdna

21:37:29
02:37:29

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified I associate resonance more with synchronicity than serendipity,
but that may be an artifact of imagination! #cdna

21:38:42
02:38:42

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A2: the topology of the group network both extends & limits our reach.
Who repeats our ideas? Who boosts w/support?

21:38:49
02:38:49

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Powerful mental model @complexified we may need to do a chat just on
resonance .. perhaps u can frame & lead it for us #notkidding :) #cdna

21:39:03
02:39:03

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Reliability comes to mind for community. Be there, aware and fair. (wow, that
sounds like some tweeps who drive me!) #cdna

21:39:15
02:39:15

Paul
@Shamlet

@sourcePOV @complexified @4KM #cdna Deeply humbling, particularly
whenever you get over-confident or start going through the motions.

21:40:18
02:40:18

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Understood. @Shamlet honestly I miss our #ecosys chats .. I learned so much ..
felt like we were getting someplace. Most days :) #cdna

21:40:32
02:40:32

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Shamlet Over-confidence is part of what I was speaking to earlier. It can come
with a strong intent to influence. #cdna

21:40:54
02:40:54

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna Absolutely -- the key is to separate your modes of communication
(broadcasting to the class vs. narrowcasting to individuals).

21:41:29
02:41:29

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@Shamlet @4KM #cdna Hi Paul. I do complexity workshops to doctoral
students in edu. Use S. Sarason & build from there. Never perfect :-)

21:41:37
02:41:37

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @4KM: A1 actually I'll add I find twitter illuminates who and what influences
me and perhaps how I influence. #cdna

21:41:39
02:41:39

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

YES. Definitely non collaborative forces RT @4KM @Shamlet "Over-confidence
.. strong intent to influence" #cdna

21:42:34
02:42:34

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A2 What about dialogue? Some people deeply appreciate the creation of that
space. Some think there should be an expert influencer. #cdna

21:42:40
02:42:40

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna Right on the mark. And when that intent inevitably falls short of
the grand vision, cynicism, blame, withdrawal often follow.

21:43:34
02:43:34

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM agree re resonance & synch. We are all SO imaginative! :-) #cdna

21:43:52
02:43:52

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

@collabdna A2: the pattern of connectivity we are embedded in...
redundancy/reach/re-route #cdna



21:44:11
02:44:11

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Shamlet Seems to me we vote in politicians of that genre fairly regularly. And
they have influence almost by default. Why? #cdna

21:44:21
02:44:21

collabdna
@collabdna

Q3. What are the unique #leadership qualifications for #influence .. esp within a
group or community context? #cdna

21:44:25
02:44:25

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV we should talk soon on resonance & all these great ideas! #cdna

21:45:01
02:45:01

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

Discovered interesting #cdna discussion by following @4KM Thanks Alice!

21:45:18
02:45:18

LEADRS
@LEADRSDO

collabdna: Q3. What are the unique #leadership qualifications for #influence ..
esp within a group or community context? #cdna

21:45:27
02:45:27

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna I would chalk that up to our desire for simplicity -- grand visions
will work, change/improvement will be easy and orderly.

21:45:29
02:45:29

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

Welcome @orgnet I never know whether several of you are on twitter so I
hesitate to use a name. #cdna

21:45:36
02:45:36

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@Shamlet @sourcePOV @4KM yes..a teacher who listens, learns, adapts.. Can
amplify impact. #cdna

21:45:58
02:45:58

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

YES RT @4KM A2 "What abt dialog? Some people deeply appreciate the
creation of that space .. vs. an expert influencer?" #cdna

21:46:43
02:46:43

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Shamlet That makes sense. They have become the black and white in our
otherwise messy lives. #cdna

21:47:53
02:47:53

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@Shamlet yes, part of tonight's frame http://t.co/z8BuGJqxwM .. nav
simplicity vs. complexity .. vs. something optimal in the middle #cdna

21:48:04
02:48:04

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

#Leadership and influence are linked. A "strong" leader can diminish followers
who then distrust their expertise in dialogue? #cdna

21:48:27
02:48:27

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @sourcePOV: YES RT @4KM A2 "What abt dialog? Some people deeply
appreciate the creation of that space .. vs. an expert influencer?" #cdna

21:48:28
02:48:28

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Problem type drives exp need MT @4KM A2 ..dialogue? Some people deeply
appreciate..that space. Some think there should be an expert.. #cdna

21:49:23
02:49:23

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @sourcePOV: .@Shamlet yes, part of tonight's frame
http://t.co/z8BuGJqxwM .. nav simplicity vs. complexity .. vs. something
optimal in t…

21:49:32
02:49:32

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A2 In some research I did, people were strongly influenced by connectors: ppl
who listened, saw gaps, and connected people/ideas #cdna

21:49:48
02:49:48

Paul
@Shamlet

@complexified @sourcePOV @4KM #cdna Counter-intuitive in some ways,
but...bingo. A truth we'd all do well to take to heart.

21:49:56
02:49:56

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified @4KM y'all know where I come in on the expert topic :) #cdna

21:50:45
02:50:45

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

#cdna A3: lead with integrity. Listen with real care & consideration. Invite every
voice. Define values/principles. Walk your talk.

21:50:56
02:50:56

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

YES RT @complexified: Problem type drives expertise need MT @4KM A2
..dialogue? Some people deeply appreciate that space #cdna

21:50:59
02:50:59

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Yes, and dialogue can happen in absence of problem to deepen
knowledge, relationships, networks, capacity... #cdna

21:51:15
02:51:15

Paul
@Shamlet

@sourcePOV #cdna Yes, and the paradox -- having big impact precisely by not
trying to -- is a critical part of that 'middle', methinks--

21:51:30
02:51:30

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

Networked Aspects of Leadership and Reach... https://t.co/5VJRlZKung #cdna

21:51:32
02:51:32

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@orgnet @4KM always a good chat with #cdna! I am pleased to be in it tonight!

21:51:58
02:51:58

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

Yes Alice, especially increased capacity .. one of my favorite outcomes .. !!
@4KM @complexified #cdna

http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2
http://bit.ly/cdnaSCr2
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141204182934-23702-leadership-and-followership


21:52:41
02:52:41

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A3 Ironically, I think expertise comes in here, but to listen well and connect
people rather than simply expertise dispensed #cdna

21:52:50
02:52:50

Paul
@Shamlet

@complexified #cdna Yes -- the deep foundation of sustainable respect (vs.
respect that can be maintained with coercion and power).

21:53:09
02:53:09

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

So glad to have you, Bruce. We aim for 3rd Mon 9pET or so. RT @complexified
"pleased to be in tonight" #cdna @orgnet @4KM

21:53:20
02:53:20

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV @4KM #cdna experts are needed in dealing with
technical/complicated problems. Known unknowns. Knowable solutions.

21:53:43
02:53:43

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

@complexified @4km I always discover the interesting conversations via my
network... especially those ties that increase my reach! #cdna

21:53:46
02:53:46

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @4KM: @complexified Yes, and dialogue can happen in absence of problem
to deepen knowledge, relationships, networks, capacity... #cdna

21:53:51
02:53:51

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@orgnet I love that post. Have been thinking of asking permission to use it but
haven't figured out where! #cdna

21:54:15
02:54:15

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@complexified Not arguing that. #cdna

21:54:24
02:54:24

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @Shamlet: @complexified #cdna Yes -- the deep foundation of sustainable
respect (vs. respect that can be maintained with coercion and po…

21:54:31
02:54:31

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified @4KM .. totally agree, experts play a role. Like silos. Can't throw
out baby w/ bath water !! Need knowledge, controls #cdna

21:54:44
02:54:44

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

RT @sourcePOV: So glad to have you, Bruce. We aim for 3rd Mon 9pET or so.
RT @complexified "pleased to be in tonight" #cdna @orgnet @4KM

21:54:45
02:54:45

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna Again, I'm right back in the classroom. You just defined effective
teaching!

21:56:14
02:56:14

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

Whew. Took me the hour to catch up with tweets in excellent #cdna chat on
INFLUENCE, LEADERSHIP and CHANGE. Thanks @sourcePOV !

21:56:14
02:56:14

collabdna
@collabdna

Q4. What factors might lead to a "tipping point" of broader, more global change
adoption? #cdna

21:56:53
02:56:53

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@Shamlet It's nice to reconnect. When I saw your photo I remembered we used
to cross paths regularly. #cdna

21:57:05
02:57:05

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified awesome, Bruce .. but we were just getting warmed up :) lol
#cdna

21:57:39
02:57:39

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

Anyone else in the #cdna discussion use SNA or ONA to map and measure
influence/reach/focus/leadership in communities/orgs?

21:58:33
02:58:33

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna #cdna A4. The $1,000,000 question...can this be controlled or
predicted to any reliable degree?

21:58:46
02:58:46

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

A4 Wish I knew ;-) Every time I see the news--esp about natural environment--I
feel very unempowered #cdna

21:59:02
02:59:02

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@sourcePOV i'm warmed up for it now. Lol. #cdna

21:59:48
02:59:48

Paul
@Shamlet

@4KM #cdna I'm in and out with twitter, depending on how busy I am with
school. @sourcePOV has always been a great catalyst for connection!

21:59:52
02:59:52

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@orgnet Only a tiny bit; but I have talked about its importance and versatility
for over a decade. Went to one wkshp but lost skills #cdna

22:00:03
03:00:03

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@orgnet not tracking those frameworks, unless talking network protocols? I left
SNA behind when TCP IP caught fire (dating self) #cdna

22:01:21
03:01:21

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

I am sorry but I have to run. Good folks; good topic. Looking forward to our next
meetings. #cdna

22:01:34
03:01:34

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

A4 .. need to go back to Gladwell, or better yet our #complexity science authors,
re: tipping points .. I am rusty #cdna @complexified



22:02:25
03:02:25

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

@sourcePOV SNA = social network analysis ONA = organizational network
analysis http://t.co/R3jivzcg1f #cdna

22:02:39
03:02:39

Alice MacGillivray
@4KM

@sourcePOV Easier to understand in retrospect. #cdna

22:02:51
03:02:51

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@4KM no problem Alice, we are wrapping soon. Thrilled to have you. Lmk if
you'd consider guest post and/or moderation. Dm if so :) #cdna

22:02:54
03:02:54

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A4. Pick a cause larger than self. @collabdna: What factors might lead to a
"tipping point" of broader, more global change adoption? #cdna

22:03:04
03:03:04

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna #cdna A4. I'm reminded of the "converging stresses" outlined here:
http://t.co/PBY2cwcTLk

22:03:26
03:03:26

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A4 Changing consumer behaviour. @collabdna #cdna

22:03:35
03:03:35

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

@complexified Ah, yes the Plexus sponsored event! Applying network analysis
to all sorts of pattern extraction these days! #cdna

22:03:48
03:03:48

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@4KM take care,,Alice!! #cdna

22:05:00
03:05:00

collabdna
@collabdna

We'll wrap w/ Q4 tonight. So many great ideas already exchanged. And some
reunion connections :) #cdna

22:05:30
03:05:30

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@orgnet and I am deeper into Participatory Narrative Inquiry these days. Story
for sensemaking & decision-making. #cdna

22:05:31
03:05:31

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@SunilMalhotra great to see you Sunil, so glad you could stop in !! @collabdna
#cdna

22:06:30
03:06:30

Paul
@Shamlet

@sourcePOV @complexified #cdna A4. What a critical mass of people want /
are ready for...reading this wins elections and racks up profit...

22:06:39
03:06:39

Bruce Waltuck
@complexified

@collabdna a great hour of shared thinking and learning, in #cdna. Great to
reconnect. Thanks, @sourcePOV !!

22:07:05
03:07:05

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

@sourcePOV Always a pleasure Chris. Thank you! @collabdna #cdna

22:07:17
03:07:17

Orgnet, LLC
@orgnet

@complexified Tell me more about Participatory Narrative Inquiry! We use
sense-making when reviewing SNA maps with clients. #cdna

22:08:04
03:08:04

Paul
@Shamlet

@collabdna Always drawn to #cdna because of its connections to education --
tonight they were right on the surface! Thanks to all--

22:08:57
03:08:57

Chris Jones
@sourcePOV

.@complexified @collabdna @4KM @Shamlet @4KM @orgnet @SunilMalhotra
thx everyone, a super dialog on influence this evening #cdna

22:10:18
03:10:18

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

A4 @collabdna More Collaboration across borders. #cdna

22:10:43
03:10:43

collabdna
@collabdna

RT @sourcePOV @complexified @collabdna @4KM @Shamlet @orgnet
@SunilMalhotra "thx everyone, a super dialog on influence this evening" #cdna

22:15:06
03:15:06

collabdna
@collabdna

We'll be back 3rd Monday's at 9pm ET. Sharing insights on #socialchange
#leadership .. and #collaboration. More soon !! Watch h/t #cdna

22:18:31
03:18:31

FitCal
@FitCalENGLISH

4KM, I am sorry but I have to run. Good folks; good topic. Looking forward to
our next meetings. #cdna http://t.co/5pdc06z5Bi

22:21:51
03:21:51

Jose Rodrigo Umaña
@JRUmanaCram

RT @Shamlet: @complexified #cdna Yes -- the deep foundation of sustainable
respect (vs. respect that can be maintained with coercion and po…

22:23:35
03:23:35

Sunil Malhotra
@SunilMalhotra

RT @collabdna: We'll be back 3rd Monday's at 9pm ET. Sharing insights on
#socialchange #leadership .. and #collaboration. More soon !! Watc…

22:38:03
03:38:03

Karen Jeannette
@kjeannette

RT @orgnet: Networked Aspects of Leadership and Reach...
https://t.co/5VJRlZKung #cdna

http://orgnet.com/sna.html
http://www.theupsideofdown.com/theargument.html
http://www.fitcal.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/20141204182934-23702-leadership-and-followership

